Here we show that, if we insert context dependent unitary evolutions (which can be achieved via post selection) into spatial (i.e., normal) Bell-CHSH test, then it is possible to violate space-time Bell-CHSH inequality maximally (i.e., up to 4). However this does not contradict Tsirelson quantum bound (2 √ 2), as the latter has been derived without taking into consideration context dependent unitary evolutions and/or post selection. As an important application, this leads to a more efficient quantum key distribution protocol.
"Correlations cry out for explanation" -J S Bell [1] . It has been already shown that, it is possible to violate Bell-CHSH inequality maximally (i.e., up to 4) without violating special relativity [2, 3] . Here we present yet another method of achieving the same in a nontrivial fashion i.e., via context dependent unitary evolutions (which can be achieved through post selection), without the need for any type of signalling. In the spatial (i.e., normal) Bell-CHSH test, there is no unitary evolution. Alice and Bob randomly choose their observables and directly measure them locally on their respective entangled qubit state. As entangled particles are correlated over space in spite of measurement events being space-like separated (nonlocal correlation), correlation between Alice's and Bob's observables can go up to 2 √ 2, there by violating local realistic bound, 2. It is possible to boost the correlation over space (which resulted in 2 √ 2) further via context dependent unitary evolutions. But this requires Bob to know what Alice has measured, which is not possible unless Alice can signal Bob. Hence Bob applies unitary operations randomly and then measures. Later they post select correct context dependent unitarily evolved states. By this Alice and Bob can achieve maximum possible correlation (i.e., 4) between their observables. However, this does not contradict Tsirelson quantum bound (2 √ 2), as the latter has been derived without taking into consideration context dependent unitary evolutions and/or post selection [4, 5] .
As an important application, this leads to a more efficient quantum key distribution (QKD) protocol. QKD or quantum cryptography is a provably secure protocol using which private key bits can be generated between two parties over a public channel [5] . Security of QKD protocols is based on the fact that, eavesdropper cannot steal the information without disturbing the quantum state. Suppose Alice want to send Bob a secret message 'Hi'. They some how have shared a secret key 'qw' (e.g., they met personally in the past and shared (but * sudheer.kumar@students.iiserpune.ac.in this is not always feasible) or via QKD). Alice mixes her secret message with the secret key (encryption) and obtains 'Hi+qw=rd'. Alice sends 'rd' to Bob over public channel. Then Bob decrypts the message to retrieve original secret message: 'rd-qw=Hi'. Mainly there are two types of QKD protocols: (1) BB84 (not based on Bell's theorem) [5, 6] . (2) Ekert's QKD protocol which uses Bell's theorem for its security [7, 8] . In our QKD protocol approximately half of the resource (which correspond to correct context dependent unitarily evolved states) is utilised for secret key bits generation, and approximately half of the resource (which correspond to wrong context dependent unitarily evolved states) along with a small amount of correct context dependent unitarily evolved states, is utilised to test for eavesdropping. Hence our QKD protocol utilises the resource more efficiently than other QKD protocols, there by enhancing the total amount of key bits generated and also the security. QKD has become important, because the security of public key distribution protocols is under threat with the advent of quantum computers, which can find the prime factors of large numbers in polynomial time (Shor's algorithm) [5] .
Space-time Bell-CHSH test : Alice and Bob share N number of singlets:
where |0 , |1 are eigenkets of σ z (Pauli-z matrix) with eigenvalues +1, −1 respectively, and |± = (|0 ± |1 )/ √ 2. Alice measures locally the observables A = σ z ⊗ ½, C = σ x ⊗ ½ on her qubits, with probability 1/2, 1/2 respectively. Bob measures locally the observ-
√ 2 on his qubits, with probability 1/2, 1/2 respectively where σ i is Pauli-i matrix, i = x, y, z, and ½ is 2 × 2 identity matrix [5] . Alice's and Bob's clocks are synchronised and their measurement events are space-like separated. Alice measures her j th qubit state at time t = t A j . Immediately after Alice's measurement, Bob applies unitary operator U k to his j th qubit state and then measures at time t = t B j (> t A j ), where U k is chosen randomly from the set {U +y , U −y } with probability {1/2, 1/2} respectively, j = 1, 2, ..., N . Bob knows each of t A j s. As collapse is instantaneous (which is evident from violation of spatial Bell-CHSH inequality [9] ), Bob can carry out his operations immediately after Alice measures (hence Bob need not have to store his qubit states in quantum memory). We have the following eigenvalue equations:
where (E 1 ) Alice had measured A, then Bob had evolved his qubit state under the unitary U +y = exp(−i(π/4)(σ y /2)) (i.e., counter clock wise rotation about y-axis by 45 o on the Bloch sphere) to get U +y |1 = |+ B or U +y |0 = |− B , and then he had measured B. As |+ B , |− B are eigenkets of B, variance in Bob's measurement outcome is exactly zero. Then the product of measurement outcomes becomes ab = +1 × +1 = 1 or ab = −1 × −1 = 1. Hence knowing b, Bob can know a i.e., a = b (perfectly correlated). Hence A(t A )B 1 (t B ) = 1 = ab where B i , D i represents association of B, D respectively with unitary evolution U ai , i = 1, 2, a 1 = +y, a 2 = −y. More rigorously, joint probability of Alice getting outcome a in a measurement of A and Bob, after applying U +y , getting outcome b in a measurement of B is given by
where, a, b = +1, −1,
(E 2 ) Alice had measured A, then Bob had evolved his qubit state under the unitary U −y = exp(i(π/4)(σ y /2)) (i.e., clock wise rotation about y-axis by 45 o on the Bloch sphere) to get U −y |1 = |− D or U −y |0 = |+ D , and then he had measured D. Again no variance in Bob's measurement outcome. Then the product of measurement outcomes becomes ad
More rigorously, joint probability of Alice getting outcome a in a measurement of A and Bob, after applying U −y , getting outcome d in a measurement of D is given by
where
(E 3 ) Alice had measured C, then Bob had evolved his qubit state under the unitary U −y to get U −y |− = |+ B or U −y |+ = |− B , and then he had measured B. Again no variance in Bob's measurement outcome. Then the product of measurement outcomes become cb
More rigorously, joint probability of Alice getting outcome c in a measurement of C and Bob, after applying U −y , getting outcome b in a measurement of B is given by
where, c, b
(E 4 ) Alice had measured C, then Bob had evolved his qubit state under the unitary U +y to get U +y |− = |+ D or U +y |+ = |− D , and then he had measured D. Again no variance in Bob's measurement outcome. Then the product of measurement outcomes becomes
More rigorously, joint probability of Alice getting outcome c in a measurement of C and Bob, after applying U +y , getting outcome d in a measurement of D is given by
where c, d
Now substituting the expectation values into the space-time Bell-CHSH term we obtain
which is the maximum possible violation of classical (local) upper bound, 2 (see Appendix (A 1) for derivation of classical upper bound). I Q takes only one value i.e., 4. Hence Remaining four subensembles correspond to completely wrong context dependent unitarily evolved states (i.e., not even a single correct context dependent unitary evolution). They give following joint probabilities and expectation values:
where a, b = +1, −1. (E 6 )
+y A
(1)
where, a, d = +1, −1.
)cd = 0 where p(+1, +1) = p(−1, −1) = p(+1, −1) = p(−1, +1) = 1/4. These subensembles give I Q = 0. A more efficient quantum key distribution (QKD) protocol : In the above space-time Bell-CHSH test, Alice and Bob use subensembles E 5 to E 8 along with a small portion of subensembles E 1 to E 4 , to test for eavesdropping/noise in the quantum channel. Remaining large portion of the subensembles E 1 to E 4 is used for secret key bit generation. Note that to separate the subensembles E 1 to E 4 from E 5 to E 8 , they need to publicly announce only their random sequence of choice of observables, and Bob's random sequence of choice of U +y , U −y , but not their measurement outcomes. They test for eavesdropping via following two steps: (I) They publicly announce their measurement outcomes corresponding to subensembles E 5 to E 8 and calculate I Q . If | I Q | ≅ 0, then it is very likely that there was no eavesdropping. However, there is small probability that they obtain | I Q | ≅ 0 even when there is eavesdropping as follows: If there is eavesdropping then (|S 0 S 0 |) ⊗N will be transformed to ρ C = ρ A ⊗ρ B . On ρ C Alice and Bob carry out local measurements. We know that −2 ≤ I Q ρC ≤ 2 (∵ ρ C is separable). If we assume that all values of I Q ρC between −2 and 2 are equally likely, then there is small probability that Alice and Bob obtain | I Q ρC | ≅ 0 even when there is eavesdropping. (II) To rule out this possibility, they publicly announce a few set of measurement outcomes chosen randomly from the subensembles E 1 to E 4 , and look for their perfect correlation (a = b, c = b, c = d) and perfect anticorrelation (a = −d). Perfect correlation/anticorrelation in each set of measurement outcomes is possible if and only if particles were maximally entangled in each set (which implies no eavesdropping). They can also look for I Q = 4 as it do not require an ensemble (∵ I Q = I Q (Eq. (7)), hence four set of measurement outcomes are sufficient to calculate I Q ), unlike in Ekert and Wigner protocols (Table  (I) ). If they obtain perfect correlation/anticorrelation in more than certain number of sets of measurement outcomes (this is to account for noise in the channel), then they can safely conclude that there was no eavesdropping, and generate the key bits. Else they have to discard the keys and start afresh. However, in the I-step itself if they obtain | I Q | ≫ 0, then they can directly discard the keys i.e., no need to go for II-step.
If there was no eavesdropping, then they can gener- [6] . First three QKD protocols are based on Bell's theorem. BB84 ′ :=modified BB84 with entangled photons, E:=requires an ensemble for testing eavesdropping, F := requires (1-x)/2 of full resource for testing eavesdropping. 0≪ x< 1 i.e., x is close to one. ǫ(> 0) is close to zero. Note that if Bob can store his qubit states in quantum memory till Alice publicly announces her random sequence of choice of measurement observables, then all entries in Discard column can be made zero. Consequently, more key bits can be generated in Ekert, ST, and BB84
′ . But storing quantum states against decoherence is a great challenge.
ate secret key bits using the remaining large portion of subensembles E 1 to E 4 (whose outcomes are not publicly announced) as follows: Bob knows whether B, D has been measured in the context of A or C. Further a = b, c = b, c = d (perfectly correlated). Hence both Alice's and Bob's measurement outcomes will be either +1 or −1. Hence they directly obtain the key. Where as a = −d (perfectly anticorrelated). Hence if Alice's outcome is ±1, then Bob's outcome will be ∓1. Hence one of them has to invert to obtain the key.
A comparison of our QKD protocol (ST) with other QKD protocols is given in Table (I) . Instead of simply discarding approximately half of the measurements (corresponding to E 5 -E 8 ), we are utilising it to test for eavesdropping, which is unlike in BB84 ′ and Ekert. This enhances the security further. Also ST has more keys than Ekert and Wigner, and approximately same as that of BB84 ′ (Table (I) ). Hence our protocol is more efficient than other three QKD protocols. Finally we note that, if Bob can store his qubit states in quantum memory till Alice publicly announces her random sequence of choice of measurement observables, then each of the N measurements will be on correct context dependent unitarily evolved states. Then approximately full resource can be used for key generation i.e., wastage is close to zero.
Conclusion: We showed that if we insert context dependent unitary evolutions (via post selection) into normal Bell test, then it is possible to violate space-time Bell-CHSH inequality maximally. This does not contradict Tsirelson bound, as the latter does not take into consideration unitary evolutions and/or post selection. Further we showed that this leads to a more efficient quantum key distribution protocol. 
) ≤ 2 using non-contextual and dichotomic properties.
[11]
Charlie prepares a two particle state and sends one particle to Alice and the other to Bob. Alice measures observables (physical properties) A, C on her particle with probability 1/2, 1/2 respectively and Bob measures observables B, D on his particle with probability 1/2, 1/2 respectively. A, C, B, D are dichotomic observables which takes values A, C, B, D(= ±1) respectively. Alice's and Bob's clocks are synchronised and their measurement events are space-like separated. Alice measures her j th particle state at time t = t A j . Immediately after Alice's measurement, Bob evolves his j th particle state under the Hamiltonian H k and then measures at time t = t B j (> t A j ), where H k is chosen randomly from the set {H 1 , H 2 } with probability {1/2, 1/2} respectively, j = 1, 2, ..., N . Bob knows each of t 
} respectively and subsequent measurement by Alice and Bob, just reveals them. As they are causally disconnected, Alice's measurement outcome cannot influence Bob's measurement outcome, and hence B(t
where B i , D i implies that first there was evolution under Hamiltonian H i , and then B, D respectively was measured, i = 1, 2. Whole procedure is repeated N times (each time Charlie follows same preparation procedure). Consider the quantity
) ≤ 2 (∵ using context independence and dichotomic (±1) properties. For a given (j th ) pair of particles, the values A, C, B, D are fixed independent of measurement. A, C can be measured simultaneously. Hence in I C we have both A, C. Similarly B, D). Similarly 
where the joint probability
) depends on initial state preparation by Charlie [5] . But we also have
Hence we obtain the space-time Bell-CHSH inequality
Initial setting is same as that in 'classical scenario without post selection' . After post selection (similar to that in quantum scenario) we obtain I C = A(t
locality).
Due to locality and dichotomicity we also have A(t Moreover it is an artefact of introducing time evolution and post selection. Hence we simply neglect it and consider only I C = 0 derived in previous paragraph.
